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Abstract
Pork consumption has increased in Colombia, most dealers are importing it from the other countries, such as the
United States and Canada. The swine supply chain (SSC) of Colombia has a low level of competitiveness compared
to other countries because of the lack of incentives to foster technological developments that allow sharing
information. This paper aims to contribute with a dynamic perspective of the Knowledge Management (KM) to
understand the impacts of delays of technological developments on SSC. A closed loop diagram is used to represent
the delays of technological developments on the SSC. This diagram could support the design of the technological web
platform to knowledge management. Results show that interchange of information using a technological web platform
would integrate stakeholders of the SSC.
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1. Introduction
The swine sector is attractive for Colombian economy, because it is capability of generates employment (DNP, 2018).
However, it does not have enough technology and knowledge transfer, specialized transportation, or government
subsidies. Furthermore, swine smallholders are searching to lower its cost, because pork consumption in Colombia
has been growing for the last ten years according to statistics from the Federation of Cattle Ranchers - FEDEGAN
(acronym in Spanish), but demand is not enough. In 2017, swine consumption was 7.1 kilograms per inhabitant
(FEDEGAN, 2018), however the production cost was between 60% and 70% of the total cost which includes disease
and pest prevention, high quality, health and safety, and the lack of livestock policies (FAO, 2018). This situation will
could bring challenges and opportunities for the swine sector in terms of technological development.
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In Latin-American countries, Brazil has established coordination strategies and governance structures in pork
slaughterhouses and processors, including contracts, alliances, cooperatives, and vertical integration to comply with
public quality regulation (Menard, 2004; Raynaud et al., 2005; Martins et al., 2017). The livestock sector in Latin
America has grown at an annual rate (3.7%), higher than the global average growth rate (2.1%) (FAO, 2018). In 2018,
Colombia’s agriculture and livestock sectors increased 5.9% higher than in 2017. In addition, Colombian agricultural
crops and its related activities have incremented 6.0%, livestock 5.8%, growth of the pig’s sector is more than double
with 8.8%, while cattle were only 4.2% (DANE, 2018). In Colombia, SSC’s production of pork covers only the
domestic demand, it is located mainly in Antioquia, Valle del Cauca, Cundinamarca, Meta, and Córdoba. That sector
is the second most important in livestock, it represents around 17% of national production. CSSC’s products include
reproductive male, pregnant sows, lactating, non-lactating, replacement, backyard-pigs, and prime pigs. Its average
productive cycle is 296 days, it includes 142 days for raising farms and 154 days for fattening up farms.
In this context, this paper assesses the following questions through a closed loop diagram: What are the effects of
delays in the knowledge management (i.e. technological development) that affect the SSC needs for increasing its
competitiveness?
Knowledge management is defined as a systematic process to add value supported by the capability of the supply
chain for generating new knowledge (Choo, 1996; De Jarnett, 1996). In this sense, a KM model is characterized by:
to obtain competitive advantage (Bukowitz and Williams, 2000; Wigg, 1993), a KM model must be accessible
(Munoz-Avila et al., 2002), validated (Johnston and Blumentritt, 1998), materialized (Nonaka and Takeuchi, 1996),
and improved or updated (Bukowitz, 2000; Meyer and Zack, 1996; Zack, 1999). Some benefits in the use of KM
practices into a SC are cooperation (Zhang et al., 2015; Kant and Sigh, 2008; Peng and Yew, 2011; Croom, 2005),
integration (Yu et al., 2013; Angeles, 2012; Cheung et al., 2012; Li et al., 2012; Ayoub et al., 2017), dissemination of
good practices (Peng and Yew, 2011), and decision-making support. Nevertheless, the main objectives of KM are both
social capital and intellectual capital, that is, people knowledge and learning. Thus, KM processes are knowledge
creation, knowledge storage, knowledge transfer, and knowledge application.
There are few models found in the literature about KM models for improving efficiency or competitiveness applied
to organizations like: supply chains, clusters, industrial groups, etc. Additionally, there are several models found in
the literature applied to firms. The systems thinking could supports the processes of knowledge creation.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides a brief review of the methodology used in this paper. Section 3
discusses the dynamic perspective proposed for the knowledge management in SSC. The last section summarizes the
conclusions.

2. Methodology
This paper is an exploratory study about SSC where collected variables for building KM determinants are summarized
in a causal structure that represented the dynamics of the KM of SSC. To answer the research question, first,
background was collected from primary sources; it summarized the most important issues for the Colombian swine
sector that have had an impact on economy. In this part, transversal information from 10 years until the present day
was used. Second, the relation between variables was represented through a closed loop diagram to understand the
dynamics of the knowledge management. Third, these variables were used for analyzing the interaction between
technological innovation system (TIS) and the swine supply chain.
The causal loop diagram links system variables by arrows. These links represent the causality and timing of the swine
supply chain. This structure will orient the build of a simulation model which considers the complex dynamic system.
The main feature of systems thinking is represented the most types of problem to solve: those involving complex
issues and dependent of a great deal dependence on the past (Bala et al., 2017).
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3. Dynamic Perspective
In Figure 1, knowledge management processes involve the whole SSC, and are represented by the following questions:
i) What should be known; ii) What must be done? iii) What could be done?; and iv) What is known?. Those questions
show the creation, storage, transfer, and knowledge application stages; those are jointly generating a continuous
improvement cycle. Since the KM model at this stage is a proposal, and the SSC currently has a level of tacit
knowledge, the indicators of interest and good practices throughout it are identified through literature that would allow
SSC to increase its competitiveness.
What is
known?
Integration through
technology

What should be
known?

Transfer of
information

Creation
What could be
done?

Application
What must be
done?

Figure 1. Dynamic perspectives of the Knowledge Management

This paper show how can us identified the connection between technological knowledge, resources mobilization,
guidance of the search and swine supply chain, as illustrated in Figure 2. This representation through a closed loop
diagram could support for analyzing how technological knowledge diffusion affects guidance of the search (i.e.
policies or rules of decision), which generate an impact on the swine supply chain.
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Figure 2. Dynamic perspectives of the Knowledge Management and the swine supply chain
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4. Conclusions
Competitiveness can be seen as a legislative, political, economic, and social advantage between two different systems,
it involves the transformation of granted and produced goods which represent an economic profit and added value in
agroindustry. The low technological level in CSSC is the main obstacle in developing competitiveness. Other obstacles
are the lack of a) production capacity, b) innovation, research and development (R&D), c) exports, d) product quality,
f) strong government policies in terms of price fixing and market protection, and g) tax incentives to specific industries.
Thus, the proposed model in KM would be used to encourage industrial cooperation, to share information, knowledge,
and raise CSSC competitiveness.
Low technological development and a lack of interest from SC stakeholders seem to be the main barriers in the
development of a KM model in CSSC.
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